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Joanie’s 70th Birthday Celebration Concludes

Welcome New Subscribers

What Was It? A Doozy Is What It Was…..

Two More Families To Go Without Sleep
Oliver Benjamin Jeffrey Clyde Crouton Sayres
The little tyke arrived in
late January to the
already sleep deprived
parents: Derek and
Jackie Sayres.

(Monaco) The platinum birthday of Joanie occurred in Monaco as
part of her special destination celebration. The youthful Joanie
stepped onto her custom podium and said, “I want to thank all my
friends and family who flew here with me to celebrate this great
milestone. Your happiness comes in a close second to mine.” As she
was delayed due to the extended ovation of her followers, Joanie
snapped her finger and a peeled and slightly pre-chewed grape was
placed in her palm and quickly consumed. “I mean, I am seventy
years old… born in the greatest birth year of all, 1957, and trust me
when I say ‘I deserve this pampering, I got a wedding dress to buy
and a wedding to plan.’” As she continued to chew the grape, she
paused for effect and said, “I hear that life begins at 70 and this
Catholic kitty cat (pointing at herself) as got a lot of living to do.”
At that time, an attendant whispered in her ear and after consulting
two calculators, Joanie paused and said, “It appears I may have
miscalculated my birth year. It seems that I am only fifty-nine years
old and I will need to have some edits done.” The visitors were
handed quickly-edited programs with the “70” crossed out and the
number “59” was written in with a dark marker. “I never said I was
a mathematician,” said Joanie. “I am more of a chanteuse.”

“After the crying and
pooping, he got right to
bed,” said radiant firsttime mother Jackie.
When asked about
Derek she said, “Oh, I
thought I just told you.”
Specs: 7 lbs 15 oz, 21 inches, looks like mother*
Hera Josephine Bojangles Jeffrey Diomedes
The little bundle of joy
just arrived to the
waiting arms of Jim and
Diana Diomedes and to
the satisfaction of the
stopwatch-wielding
Bonne Breeding. “It is
about time” said the exprofessional dancer, “I
have to rub this in my
friend’s faces; got to get
on Facebook now!”
Specs: 7 lbs, 19.5 inches, looks like mother*
*Thank God (or whatever Deity you worship)

That Sayres kid is one good-looking kid!
Hold on, that Diomedes baby is gorgeous!

